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INTRODUCTION

Point Lepreau Unit #1 was placed in commercial operation in

January of this year. During the construction of that project, N.B.

Power successfully negotiated contracts for the export of 265 MW of

the plant's capacity to a number of utilities in the United States.

The success of this venture suggests that CANDU Nuclear Stations can

be built in Canada solely for the purpose of export of electricity to

the United States. In this paper some of the requirements for the

successful negotiation of export contracts will be reviewed and

drawing from the experience of Lepreau 1, recommendations will be made

for improving the prospects for future electricity export sales.

REQUIREMENTS FOR EXPORT SALES OF ELECTRICITY

Our future export customers are most likely to be attracted by

the prospect of competitive total unit energy cost in comparison with

other alternatives. To achieve this the project developer must bring

the plant on line on schedule and at the lowest possible construction

cost and must operate it at low cost and at the highest possible
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capacity factor; in essence, he must construct the plant at

competitive cost and operate it reliably and economically.

POINT LEPREAU UNIT 1 EXPERIENCE

Point Lepreau was constructed in less than nine years. This is

considerably shorter than most of the LWR's being completed in the

United States at this time and the construction cost, although above

original estimates, is competitive with virtually every LWR being

completed at this time. However, simply meeting the present

competition is not a satisfactory goal for the Canadian exporter of

electricity and we must search for opportunities to improve our

performance and become even more competitve in the future.

LABOUR

Point Lepreau seems to have experienced all the labour problems

that have plagued the North American construction industry for the

last two decades. Counterproductive local work practices, work

assignment problems, union shop requirements and the union membership

of foremen and general foremen all contributed to cost and schedule

overruns. In addition to all of this, the project st'Tered from over

100 illegal strikes which accounted for nearly one year of lost time.
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DELIVERY

The delivery of nearly every major equipment item fell between 6

months and 18 months behind schedule. Delivery of minor items

displayed a similar performance.

There were over 20QQ significant design changes which resulted

from the evolving design and regulatory requirements for the 600 MW

units. This resulted in late delivery of final design data and this

had a very disruptive effect on the efficient progress of the

construction activity.

REGULATORY CHANGE

Regulatory and safety-related issues were encountered throughout

the Lepreau project schedule and some were not resolved until 6 months

before the commercial operation date. These changes in regulatory

requirements were responsible for a significant portion of the design

changes. A particularly difficult problem for Canadian nuclear

utilities in the immediate past has been the licensing of operators.

A much more rigorous approach to the formal examination of operator

trainees nearly delayed the start up of the current plants and

certainly impeded commissioning activities for utilities who utilized

their operating staff for that purpose.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE

Point Lepreau was the first CANDU station to have as a

requirement of its construction license the establishment of a full

quality assurance program for design, manufacturing, construction,

commissioning and operation. The requirements for construction

quality assurance proved to be particularly difficult because few

construction contractors had any experience with formal quality

assurance programs. The development of efficient cost effective

programs seems to have been a problem for many manufacturers as well

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Unit 1 experience leads to the recognition of a number of

steps that may be taken on future CANDU stations to reduce cost and

shorten schedules.

LABOUR

Clearly the key recommendation regarding labour must be to take

steps to improve productivity. We must achieve more units of work

output per dollar spent on construction. Firstly, we believe that

project agreements should be employed especially where contractors are

used either as general contractors or as segregated subcontractors

under a construction manager. Project agreements provide the

essential continuity for labour and if wages are not subject to
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periodic renegotiation but rather tied to an indexing formula the

project agreement virtually eliminates the prospect of disruption that

accompanies any contract negotiation.

Counterproductive local practices must be dealt with in a very

determined manner by employers and owners. To tne maximum possible

extent these practices must be removed from labour agreements at the

pre-project stage. Construction managers must then take firm measures

to minimize the adverse affect of remaining local practices, to

prevent the return of those previously eliminated through negotiation,

and to eliminate those not specifically provided for by the contract.

There are numerous counterproductive activities falling under the

general category of local practices. Fitter/welder ratios, foremen

ratios, subjourneymen or apprenticeship clauses and productivity or

production quotas are a few of the more damaging ones.

MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

One of the best ways to improve labour productivity is to

employ better management practices. Work sampling was carried out

throughout the construction phase of Point Lepreau. This is an easy

and effective technique for quantitative measurement of labour

activity. While it is not a precise measure of productivity it gives

a good indication of overall worker performance and its use is

strongly recommended as a management tool.
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Foremen training is an essential ingredient in the development of

higher labour productivity. As mentioned above one of the problems

with the organization of labour in the construction industry is that

the foremen are union members. Foremen tend to recognize the union as

their employer or at least as the agency that provides them with work

and their allegiance is certainly toward the union. On the other

hand, since we must rely on the foreman for that vital first level of

supervision, serious effort must be devoted to the training of those

foremen. Not only must they possess the essential job skills but they

should also have a measure of supervisory management skills. They

must know how to plan, organize and control their work. Properly

presented training programs can be offered successfully to foremen to

achieve these goals. Another aspect of the foreman situation is that

the pay premium for foremen is simply inadequate to attract people to

that position and to provide any incentive to them to effectively

perform the role of foreman.

DELIVERY

The poor performance record for the delivery of equipment and

other inputs at Point Lepreau Unit 1 obviously must be improved if we

are to be successful in expanding electricity exports. It is

recognized, however, that during the Unit 1 schedule the industry was

extremely heavily loaded with 16 CANDU units under construction.

Stations undertaken now should not suffer from that problem to the

same magnitude. On the other hand it is extremely important that belt
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tightening measures taken in these times of economic recession do not

diminish industrial capability to the point where the ability to

produce on time is no better than it was in 1975.

Although the 600 MW units were based on previous CANDU plants

many design changes were necessary. There also existed in the late

70's a period of great regulatory activity where many safety issues,

some of which had been under discussion for several years, were

finally resolved. The fact that some of these were not resolved until

1980 or even 1981 had a very serious impact on the delivery of final

construction drawings for Point Lepreau. Clearly the engineering and

regulatory process of these stations must be managed in such a way as

to produce constructable engineering details well in advance of the

actual requirement for construction. It may be that the fast-track

schedules that we have all used over the years which permit

construction to start with only a small portion of the engineering

completed are counterproductive and a high percentage, as much as 505o,

of the engineering should be complete before construction starts.

While the overall schedule from start of engineering to completion of

project may not be reduced the construction activity can be

efficiently condensed into a much shorter time frame. The overall

cost of the project can thus be significantly reduced.
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CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND CONSTRUCTABILITY

Experience at Point Lepreau suggests that a number of substantial

improvements in schedule and cost can be achieved through modified

designs and changed construction methods. Tha 600 MW Candu reactor

containment with its massive concrete perimeter wall and internal

concrete structures poses difficulties in the access to the building

for installation of large pieces of equipment and piping.

Constructabi1ity studies currently under way address these problems as

well as other items such as electrical wiring, mechanical/electrical

equipment installation and piping.

REGULATORY CHANGE

A great deal has been said by the builders of nuclear power

plants about the effects of regulatory change on construction

schedules and cost estimates. It is of course true that the

resolution of regulatory issues during the construction phase often

results in inconvenient and costly design changes. Whether this

situation is a result of evolving safety requirements of regulatory

agencies or rather a result of designers postponing the inevitable

decision to make design changes on issues that were identified before

the start of the project is debatable. The adverse affects on cost

and schedule are the same in either case. The point is that nuclear

regulation is evolutionary and regulatory changes are inevitable.

Builders of these facilities must develop ways to achieve the safety
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objectives and at the same time minimize the adverse effect of design

changes on construction costs and schedules. Over the last few years

the* Canadian nuclear industry and the Atomic Energy Control Board have

been working to develop such a process. It involves the early

resolution of safety issues and a process to quickly resolve issues

that arise during the project schedule. The goal is to avoid the

prolonged debate that often forces that inevitable design change far

into the future to a time when its impact on the project is very

serious.

A somewhat different regulatory issue which threatened to become

a serious problem with Candu units being completed in the last couple

of years was the licensing of operators. Operating utilities

discovered that the process of formal training and examination of

their nuclear power plant operators had become a vastly more difficult

undertaking then had previously been the case. The argument here is

not whether such tightened requirements are necessary or desirable but

that abrupt changes in regulatory policy on any matter whether it be

operator licensing or safety analysis are to be avoided if at all

possible. Utilities must be given a reasonable time to adapt to these

changing requirements.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE

Quality of design, manufacture, construction and commissioning is

an obviously essential ingredient of a successful nuclear power

program. Not only does an appropriate level of quality insure a safe

plant but it also insures a reliable and economical plant. It is

therefore contributory to our overall objective of providing low cost

power to our export customers. We must however, refine our quality

related activities to remove the difficulties that have been

experienced on the nuclear program to date. Quality assurance

programs must be more efficient and more cost effective. We must

reduce the enormous accumulation of paper work and concentrate on

meaningful physical quality control measures. Futhermore, we must

refine the quality 'assurance programs so that quality related

activities are focused on areas where they can be most productive and

where the normal industrial standard of manufacture or construction is

adequate, we must avoid the heaping on of unnecessary additional

quality requirements. To acheive this, there must be more active

participation by all those responsible for the management of nuclear

power plant projects. This involvement must be expanded to all

segments of the overall project organization so that the refinements

that are necessary in the program are considered and brought about by

people who are actually responsible for undertaking the project, the

designers, construction managers and supervisors, commissioning

managers, etc.
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CONCLUSION

In the period of little over a decade we have seen the cost of

nuclear power plants rise from less than $200 per kilowatt to over

$2000 per kilowatt in current dollars. In constant dollars the

increase was about four fold. When allowances are made for the real

increase in content of the plants it seems that there may be a

potential for as much as a 50?o reduction in construction costs. This,

then, is the challenge facing us. If we can reverse the trend toward

ever higher cost and build CANDU plants at competitive cost through

more productive labour, earlier resolution of regulatory issues, more

timely delivery of hardware and software and refined quality assurance

programs, then we can anticipate continued success in a large export

market.


